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Abstract: The importance of involving lay representatives in research is well-recognized but is not consistently meaningfully practiced or reported. Although the positive outcomes of lay representative involvement can include more relevant research questions and outcomes, challenges are also apparent, including tokenistic involvement by research teams. A Cancer Research UK-funded and National Cancer Research Institute-registered cancer clinical trials unit in the United Kingdom established a program of work to promote genuine and consistent involvement of lay representatives (or “research partners”) as part of the research team. Furthermore, a volunteer was employed to recruit and coordinate the research partners in partnership with a national agency for public involvement in health and social care research in Wales. This article reports on the development of this project and how it will be formally evaluated. Recommendations for involving lay representatives are also posed.
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Introduction

The aim of this article is to place within a national context an exploration and critique of one clinical trials unit’s (CTU’s) model for involving lay representatives in research, including cancer clinical trials with embedded qualitative studies. The Cancer Research UK-funded CTU is a National Cancer Research Institute (NCRI)-accredited and UK Clinical Research Collaboration (CRC)-registered unit. The CTU was established in 2005 and was joined by a palliative care research center in 2010, with a United Kingdom-wide remit to develop the palliative care clinical trials portfolio and to undertake methodological and academic research. The unit has a clear framework and program for involving lay representatives in all appropriate research studies, including determining which studies to adopt and developing, running, reporting, and overseeing studies. The involvement of lay representatives within the unit is coordinated by a senior member staff and a volunteer research partner coordinator based with the unit part-time.

This article presents an exemplar of best practice, exploring and critiquing the CTU’s model for involving lay representatives in all aspects of research within the unit, and it also includes a personal reflection on the role of the research partner coordinator, developed in partnership with a national agency for public involvement in health and social care research in Wales. To place this initiative into context, the article will first define lay representative involvement before providing an overview of how the concept emerged and is now practiced.
Overview of lay representative involvement

Defining involvement

Public, service user, or lay representative involvement in research can hold different meanings for different people. For clarity, we use the term lay representative throughout the first section of this article to describe a person who is involved as a member of a research team, whether or not they have accessed health or social care.

INVOLVE1 and Involving People,2 which are organizations in England and Wales, respectively, that encourage public involvement in research, specify it involves research being carried out “with” or “by” the public. Morrow et al define “service user involvement in research” as a situation in which service users and researchers work together to design, undertake, or evaluate research, rather than service users simply being subjects of the research.3 This definition is reflected in the Research Governance Frameworks for England4 and Wales,5 which advocate the involvement of lay representatives in research.

Development of lay representative involvement

The practice of involving lay representatives in research appeared to develop in the wake of increasing recognition that patients should be more actively involved in decisions about their healthcare. An early example includes the Community Health Councils, established in 1974 to represent patients’ perspectives in healthcare provision.6 Public involvement was well established within health and social care policy by the time of the National Health Service Act 20067 in England. Furthermore, recent Department of Health initiatives focus on patients sharing decision-making with clinicians, advocating “no decision about me without me.”8 Torrance and Wilson9 discuss embracing the voice of the public, ensuring shared responsibility for decisions surrounding health and social care provision and how this is critical during recession, when services may be curtailed because of financial limitations.

Morrow et al10 provide a useful overview of the development of lay representative involvement in research, tracking its evolution with historical and cultural developments. They suggest that the human rights movement in the United States in the 1960s, and public concern for the running of health services in the 1970s, led to the first public involvement in research in the 1980s.1 The 1980s also witnessed high-profile exposure of research scandals, demonstrating the lack of research governance.1 Beresford10 explores the emergence of lay representative involvement, describing the need in the 1980s for services to become more “user-centered and user-led,” rather than prescribed by the service provider. User involvement became the uniting idea supporting this development.11 Finally, a change of terminology in the 1980s and 1990s led to research “subjects” being referred to as “participants,” suggesting they had a more active role in the process.

There is a large and growing body of literature considering community-based participatory health research. Participatory health research is seen as a key methodological approach to public involvement.12 The goal of participatory research is to negotiate a balance between “developing valid generalizable knowledge and benefiting the community being researched.”13 A common aspect of participatory research is that the community or the affected population should play a leading role in the research process.14 In 2009, the International Collaboration on Participatory Health Research was established to promote the use of participatory health research in health-related decision-making and research design.15

With the increasing impetus to include lay representatives in research as members of the research team, the NCRI, which is responsible for planning and coordinating cancer research in the United Kingdom, demonstrate their commitment to public involvement through the inclusion of at least two lay representatives on each clinical studies group. Schemes in the United Kingdom provide guidance and assistance on public involvement in health and social care research, including Involving People (Wales) and INVOLVE (England). However, at present, Northern Ireland and Scotland do not have equivalent organizations to support the involvement of lay representatives in research.

INVOLVE16 suggests a cycle for involving members of the public in research, which includes them as partners throughout the research process, from identifying and prioritizing to commissioning, designing and managing, undertaking, disseminating, implementing, and evaluating research. In reality, members of the public, patients, and carers have been involved in a wide variety of research projects as participants,17 members of the research team,18,19 and researchers.20 Morrow et al21 describe different theoretical underpinnings of public involvement, from “emancipatory movements” to “top down drives.”21 Different theoretical perspectives have led to a variety of involvement activities, ranging from discrete public consultations to sustained partnerships involving people with experience of specific health conditions.22

To constitute a patient-centered research, Tischler et al17 argue that one of three elements should be included: to
address the lived experience of patients, to consider patients’ expectations of illness/treatment, or to consider patients’ opinions of the research process. However, their mixed-methods study with psychiatrists and mental health service users in the United Kingdom identified that for research to be patient-centered, participants felt they should be involved at all stages of the research as collaborators. Wilson et al adopted an emancipatory approach in which they established a group in Wales providing education and empowerment training to mental health service users about the research process. Participants evaluated the training positively, and Wilson et al asserted they had provided the basis for service users to engage with research and researchers. Smith et al used a different approach and recruited representatives from 24 organizations in England that advocate for service users to guide the development and undertaking of a systematic review. Finally, Barber et al included service users as part of an advisory group that guided a Delphi consensus process in the United Kingdom, later qualitatively exploring their perspectives of being involved in the research. There are thus varying approaches to including lay representatives in research, and different approaches, or levels of involvement, will be appropriate for different research questions and methods.

Outcomes of lay representative involvement

Morrow et al highlight that involving lay representatives in research should not be an “add-on,” and in fact, the relationship is complex and challenging. Researchers hold different views about the value of involving lay representatives, but less is known about service users’ views and expectations of being involved in research.

Research

There is growing interest considering the effect of lay representative involvement on research. Benefits include ensuring that research questions and outcomes are patient-relevant, with service users in Wilson et al’s and Cotterell et al’s projects arguing that they are aware of how services need to be improved. Boote et al’s lay representative involvement in health research review identified questions in need of attention, including the influence of public involvement on health research. Brett et al’s recent systematic review of the international literature explored the effect on research of involving lay representatives, including benefits and challenges. Positive effects of lay representative involvement were apparent throughout the research process, including, for example, identifying relevant research topics, ensuring language is understandable, identifying appropriate ways of accessing participants, increasing credibility of results during data analysis, and influencing the implementation of research findings. However, Brett et al also identified challenges in involving lay representatives in research, including perfunctory involvement of representatives, low attendance rates at meetings, and time and cost burdens to studies.

Lay representative involvement is central to health and social care research policies, and research commissioners are supporting it financially, although the evidence evaluating its effect remains weak.

Lay representatives

The benefits of involving lay representatives in research appear to be varied. In one study in a mental health setting, service users reported feeling valued and respected, as well as positive about assuming a role in the research team, and psychiatrists also evaluated the experience positively. Lay representatives in Cotterell et al’s study reported that being involved as researchers had improved their experiences of living with cancer, reducing their feelings of hopelessness. Furthermore, lay representatives reported benefits of their involvement in research, which included seeing the effect of the research, sharing their experience, and increasing knowledge and confidence, whereas researchers reported positively the diverse perspectives that patients brought to the research. There is thus some agreement that involving lay representative in research is beneficial for the public, the researchers, and the research itself.

However, one challenge for involving people in research is the uncertainty about how to best involve groups of service users in research projects for different purposes. Individuals who were involved in research in Cotterell et al’s study were concerned that their involvement was only minimal, they felt uncertain about what was expected of them, and they were distressed at times about how cancer was discussed by healthcare professionals. In addition, they felt marginalized and undervalued by staff. Involving People evaluated their program to assess whether they had met their aim of supporting public involvement in research, highlighting challenges faced by patients involved in research in Wales. Their evaluation revealed perceived barriers that prevented the individuals’ participation in research, including struggling to find carers or transport, limited opportunities for participation, and use of jargon by researchers. Therefore, this report further highlights the importance of understanding...
the barriers that could prevent patients from being successfully included.

This section has provided a brief overview of the variety and scope of lay representative involvement in research. It is clear that there is a motivation by members of the public to participate in health research as equal members of the team, rather than purely as participants, although there can be both professional and organizational barriers that prohibit their involvement. The next section focuses on how a CTU developed a program for involving lay representatives as members of the research team.

Development of lay representative involvement in a CTU: research partners

History of lay representative involvement in the CTU

The CTU discussed here, funded by Cancer Research UK, was established in 2005, and from its genesis, the importance of involving lay representatives in research was recognized. Cancer Research UK cites the importance of engaging the public in their research strategy. Between 2005 and 2012, the CTU, in association with other organizations, strategically developed how lay representatives were involved in research. This is depicted in Figure 1.

By 2008, in line with the example set by the NCRI, lay representatives were included as members of the Trial Management Groups (TMG), reviewing documents, contributing to meetings, and chairing and presenting at subcommittees. However, these individuals were often previous patients and were recruited opportunistically by the trial’s chief investigator; there was no formal process for recruiting, training, or monitoring, although travel reimbursement and an honorarium were available to representatives, funded through trial budgets. From a CTU perspective, there was concern that future service users could potentially be recruited merely as part of a tick-box process. Ethical approvals and grant applications require that studies have lay representative input, and the race to deadlines had the potential for their involvement to be included as an afterthought. In the context of a trials unit, it is essential that lay representatives are recruited to perform specific tasks and are equipped to operate with confidence and equality in a highly rigorous and scientific environment as valued members of interprofessional teams.

An increasing number of complex trials being coordinated by the CTU meant that a more professionally recruited and supported group of lay representatives would be needed as members of the research team. The CTU therefore convened a discussion group with organizations experienced at working with lay representatives and research networks, including the NCRI and Involving People (with CRC Cymru, which is now the National Institute for Social Care and Health Research CRC [NISCHR CRC]). It was agreed that a collaborative approach to involvement would be undertaken, including having Involving People providing funding and support toward the recruitment and administration of lay representatives, the NCRI offering advice about job descriptions for user representatives, and the CTU hosting and auditing the initiative.

Initial audit and introducing research partners

Of the eight funded clinical trials coordinated by the CTU in March 2009, all but one had patient representation (the single trial lacking representation did not need it because of nature of the trial). Several large trials (with more than 1,400 participants) had just one lay representative. Individual, informal interviews were undertaken by a senior staff member with several lay representatives in 2009 to discuss their roles, which highlighted the experience, trials knowledge, and motivation of the cohort. It was concluded that lay representatives were well experienced and did not require further training, but the CTU was aware that as the unit continued to expand, it was important to ensure that their involvement was meaningful and of high quality.

However, Involving People advised that two lay representatives, renamed research partners to represent their equal status within the research team, be included in each trial. The CTU worked closely with Involving People to ensure equitable recruitment of research partners. The Involving People network is a diverse network of members of the public (patients, carers, and service users), representing a range of different conditions (including cancer), diseases, skills, ages, disabilities, sexes, and races. The network is informed of a large number of public involvement opportunities in research, enabling individuals to have experience of public involvement and knowledge of research. Individuals are supported by Involving People through a training program and by covering expenses and offering payment for time and involvement. Research partners were recruited through advertisements posted through Involving People seeking applications from people with, principally, an interest in the particular field of research derived either from personal or familial experience. Other desirable attributes included the confidence or ability to present a layperson’s view in
a professional environment and background knowledge of committee work and research. However, it was, above all, important that research partners had a willingness to learn and undertake appropriate training in areas in which they lacked confidence or knowledge.

Applicant research partners were interviewed by the appropriate trial manager and CTU senior staff member. Successful applicants were provided with information about the trial and what would be expected of them, a terms-of-reference document, an invitation to attend a consumer training workshop facilitated by Macmillan Cancer Support and the National Cancer Research Network, an information pack about cancer (from the United Kingdom Association of Cancer Registries Cancer Registration Development Group), and further training as requested.

New research partners were supported at their first TMG meeting by a separate trial manager, were encouraged to ask questions and contribute as equal members of the group, and afterward met with the CTU senior staff member to debrief.

Research partners’ attendances at TMG meetings were documented in the Trial Master Files, and their expenses were reimbursed. They were asked to complete a feedback questionnaire, which asked research partners to comment on and describe their experience at TMG meetings, including whether they felt able to contribute to group discussions as an equal member of the group. To encourage a sustainable group of research partners and enable staff in the CTU to manage their role in this process, three standard operating procedures (SOPs) were developed to guide recruitment, budget costing and financing, and training and mentoring. This initiative was presented at national conferences.28,29

Development of research partner involvement

As the number of research partners increased and their contribution to the research process developed, the CTU and Involving People agreed that a volunteer research partner coordinator would be appointed to lead and advocate for the
volunteers and research staff. In January 2011, a research partner coordinator, an experienced health research volunteer, was appointed via Involving People to work 2 days per month within the CTU, on a voluntary basis, to recruit and support research partners and oversee policy and practice in this area. This voluntary role was also, in part, a solution to the limited funding available for public involvement coordination across the research infrastructure in Wales. This post, a partnership between the CTU and Involving People, appears at the time of writing to be unique in the United Kingdom. Its uniqueness lies not in the nature of the post (there are at least two other CTUs that have made similar appointments) but in its decision to recruit a volunteer to fill it. The post-holder and senior staff member were invited to speak in quick turn at a number of conferences to share their experiences with other CTUs and to contribute to written advice for professionals.

However, the potential challenges faced by the research partner coordinator included maintaining the trust of management as an organizational “cuckoo in the nest,” neither formal employee nor traditional volunteer. He was also empowered to recruit new research partners to the organization with Involving People and to brief them as part of the induction process. In addition, the coordinator needed to gain acceptance among other professionals who may have had doubts about the ability of the post-holder to succeed in the role. Crucially, he had to empathize with professionals’ as well as lay representatives’ perspectives, and for this reason, the early title of the post (research partner champion) was set aside. Finally, the research partner coordinator was required to establish administrative support structures in a clinical trial environment that had not previously had to provide office space or security access for a volunteer.

One priority of the research partner coordinator was to review the CTU’s policy and practice in relation to research partners. This review involved seeking research partners’ experiences through a questionnaire and a small focus group. Individual pieces of casework, as exemplars of practice, with trial managers and research partners also informed the review. Recommendations arising from the review included clarifying what was expected of research partners documented in CTU SOPs; reaffirming the prime responsibility of trial managers for gathering the personal data of research partners working on their trial and supporting them; improving communication with research partners via trial newsletters and a semi-annual research partner newsletter; simplifying the payment system for research partners; inviting research partners to the CTU’s annual celebration; and encouraging research partners to undertake training with Involving People and, in particular, good clinical practice (research training) that all researchers attend.

All but one of these recommendations (annual celebration) were implemented within 12 months. In November 2012, the CTU had recruited 30 research partners in partnership with Involving People to ensure sufficient research partner representation across all research studies.

How research partners are involved in research
In line with the research cycle advocated by INVOLVE, research partners are involved throughout the research process by the CTU and are recruited when the trial is being set up, often before the study has been funded. Figure 2 depicts the process of research partner recruitment and involvement. The implementation of three SOPs relating to research partner involvement has become routine within the organization and is subject to regular annual review in partnership with Involving People. Research partners are supported by staff at the highest level, as evidenced by the research partner coordinator’s membership on the unit’s trial review group and the coordinator’s involvement in applying for ongoing research funding for the unit.

Trial managers endeavor to engage research partners at the earliest possible stage of trial development, including as coapplicants on grants, and through the new induction process, to support them throughout their work. Research partners participate in TMG and trial steering committee meetings, review study documentation before seeking ethical approval, and contribute to annual progress reviews of all studies (where decisions about the efficacy of continuing a trial are made). Finally, research partners are included when disseminating study results via conferences and journals, as appropriate.

Looking forward: the future of research partner involvement at the CTU
The CTU’s work to engage lay representatives in its research has been developed extensively. Nevertheless, the CTU acknowledges that there remains much to do to achieve full and meaningful engagement of the public in its work. Reference has been made earlier to the 2011 review of its policy and practice. Although most of its recommendations were implemented, one remains to be so: an annual celebration of research partners’ work. In addition, the most recent joint review with Involving People (December 2012) identified further issues that need to be addressed, including revised induction processes from the research partner coordinator and
trial manager, ensuring that research partners receive support and training from the CTU and Involving People and ensuring the seeking of contributions to the unit’s newsletter from all research partners. The agreed timescale for these initiatives was 12 months, in advance of the next review.

The research partner coordinator’s presence in the CTU has also prompted other, broader initiatives to be implemented. CTU volunteers are rightly regarded as fellow professionals within the unit, and its recruitment, induction of, and support for them seeks to reflect this. Research partners are encouraged via a questionnaire to provide feedback on their experience of the CTU. However, there is, to date, no formal system to provide feedback on the quality of their contribution to the work. After discussion with Involving

Figure 2 Recruitment and involvement of research partners at the clinical trials unit.
People, it was agreed that this was an issue best dealt with nationally with a contribution from the CTU. Furthermore, there needs to be further refinement of the CTU’s already rigorous identification of patient-focused research priorities in partnership with lay representative agencies. The importance of including lay representatives when prioritizing research topics has been identified in the wider literature, but is in its infancy at the CTU. This may well result in further refinement of the CTU’s research partner involvement policy. In addition, the CTU hopes to quantify the effect of research partners on its research. There is growing interest in the effect of lay representative involvement in research, on which there has been limited robust research. Exploring the effect of lay representative involvement in research was the subject of a presentation by the CTU at Involving People’s 2013 Annual General Meeting, and one of the research partners presented her experiences in the role at the NISCHR CRC Conference 2013. However, there is a desire to undertake more work on this locally, as a joint initiative between the CTU and Involving People.

The CTU and Involving People finally need to consider recruitment of the research partner coordinator’s successor. Although being the coordinator is a demanding and challenging role, the Involving People network members are experienced health research volunteers, and it is thus anticipated that the successor would be recruited through this network.

Conclusion
Recognizing the value of public involvement in research, the CTU has sought to ensure the genuine engagement of lay representatives in its work. Its policy and practices over the course of 9 years are evidence of its commitment to lay representative involvement. The last 3 years, partly with the establishment of the post of volunteer research partner coordinator, have seen some very significant steps forward in this work. The CTU now has a process for regular review of the research partner program, including reviewing the research partner coordinator role with Involving People and a broadening of the lay representative involvement agenda with clear priorities for the future.

A recent meeting of senior members of the research community from across the United Kingdom has begun to look at all aspects of randomized controlled trial processes, with public and patient involvement as an identified component. The initiative will invite the research community to follow a five-step process to identify current practice and evidence gaps and to undertake evaluations of improvements made. Interest in meaningful PPI is increasing, and dissemination of exemplars of practice is much needed.

Opportunities for public involvement in research are growing, and there is a growing body of literature in this area; however, one may argue that the literature on the effect it makes is a shortcoming. Involving People and the CTU recognize the value of conducting a full evaluation of the effect of public involvement in its work. This might take the form of a realist evaluation; for example, to study the effect of the coordinator’s role on the quality of public involvement across the unit. Results could add to the growing body of literature on public involvement in participatory health research. Barber et al considered the feasibility of such evaluation, concluding it may be possible to evaluate the effect of lay representative involvement on “research processes, outcomes and on key stakeholders.” However, this is still an undeveloped area of research, and there is a pressing need to explore and develop structured approaches to evaluate and report on the investments being made.

As a result of this program of work, recommendations for meaningful involvement of lay representatives within clinical trials include ensuring a senior member of staff assumes responsibility for embedding and overseeing the involvement of lay representatives across a portfolio of studies and offers support to individuals undertaking the role; working jointly with national agencies to support recruitment, training, and development of lay representatives; appointing a volunteer who is able to be an advocate for lay representatives within a unit and act as a point of contact for staff within the unit and volunteers, ensuring they are adequately mentored and supported to fulfill this role; and promoting a culture of consistent involvement of lay representatives throughout the research process, through membership on trial committees and the development of SOPs.
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